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The body the serpent of animation
a ripening morphing from less to more,
from a skin,
into a cortex,
the octopi of division and differentiation,
that forms the pointillist
living sky, a pointelle
of throbbing delights,
brightening the nights,
ink,
with its tongues
desires,
slithering from within
by the body and brain
the twins
grow starlight’s,
flowers, within,
the cosmic armature
in intimacy,
of lying face to face,
bending and blending
pulsing together,
in a gastrulating
giving and receiving,
appearing and disappearing
within the conceived world,
a hovering, wave,
waiting,
until death, to stay
in the deep silence
of dynamic intimacies
morphogenesis,
the molten, lava
that illumines,
the face,
and sends
echoes to the lips,
announcements,
there is time,
-enough,
to be a presence
in the present
we make,
for our time,
which is the lived
embodied life we form.
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